
JULY 31. 1978 NO. 2554BMP TYPE TELEPHONE SETS 
(Bear Marking "Bell System") (Special Sales Conditions Apply) 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

Common battery wall type TOUCH-TONE® telephone sets each having a screw-mounted cover. Equipped with 
apparatus and furnished in colors as indicated in table. 

Intended for individual lines, two-party selective flat rate, two-party selective message rate (tip and ring), 
divided code ringing, nonselective party lines, four-party semiselective, regular PBX station, and 750A and 
755A PBX Keyless Stations. May also be used in certain cases on common battery lines instead of local bat
tery talking, common battery signaling telephone sets and the associated local battery. 

Furnished wired for all of the above services except tip party selective dial message rate, tip party flat rate 
automatic ticketing, tip party flat rate automatic message accounting, and zone registration. May be ar
ranged for these services by rearranging the ringer connections. 

The sets are arranged for mounting but are not equipped with a P-21F710 guard assembly which provides a 
polarity guard and lightening surge protector for the polarity guard and must be ordered separately when 
required. 

The ringer provides a continuous volume control and an off position with the removal of a stop screw. 
Overall dimensions are 4.605 inches wide by 8.820 inches high by 4.600 inches deep. 
The H4DU (hand set) cord required for use with this set is not furnished and must be ordered separately. 

Code No. Color Dial Hand Set Rating 

2554BMP-3 Black 35Y3D G15A-3 A.T.&T.Co.Std. 
2554BMP-29 Transparent " G15A-29 " " 
2554BMP-50 Ivory G15A-50 " " 
2554BMP-51 Green " G15A-51 " " 
2554BMP-53 Red " G15A-53 " " 
2554BMP-56 Yellow " G15A-56 " 
2554BMP-58 White " G15A-58 " " 
2554BMP-60 Light beige " G15A-60 " " 
2554BMP-62 Aqua blue " G15A-62 " " 
In addition to the apparatus listed, each set contains a No. 4228K network, a No. 523A3 

plug, and a No. 616B (hand set cord) jack. 
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